A minor of a matrix is quasi-principal if it is a principal or an almost-principal minor. The quasi principal rank characteristic sequence (qpr-sequence) of an n × n symmetric matrix is introduced, which is defined as q 1 q 2 · · · q n , where q k is A, S, or N, according as all, some but not all, or none of its quasi-principal minors of order k are nonzero. This sequence extends the principal rank characteristic sequences in the literature, which only depend on the principal minors of the matrix. A necessary condition for the attainability of a qpr-sequence is established. Using probabilistic techniques, a complete characterization of the qpr-sequences that are attainable by symmetric matrices over fields of characteristic 0 is given.
Introduction
Motivated by the famous principal minor assignment problem, which is stated in [7] , Brualdi et al. [3] introduced the principal rank characteristic sequence, which is defined as follows: Given an n × n symmetric matrix B over a field F , the principal rank characteristic sequence (abbreviated pr-sequence) of B is pr(B) = r 0 ]r 1 · · · r n , where, for k ≥ 1, r k = 1 if B has a nonzero principal minor of order k, and 0 otherwise, while r 0 = 1 if and only if B has a 0 diagonal entry. (The order of a minor is k if it is the determinant of a k × k submatrix.)
The pr-sequence was later "enhanced" by Butler et al. [4] with the introduction of another sequence: Given an n × n symmetric matrix B over a field F , the enhanced principal rank characteristic sequence (abbreviated epr-sequence) of B is epr(B) = ℓ 1 ℓ 2 · · · ℓ n , where
A if all the principal minors of order k are nonzero; S if some but not all of the principal minors of order k are nonzero; N if none of the principal minors of order k are nonzero, i.e., all are zero.
Pr-and epr-sequences have received considerable attention since their introduction (see [3, 1, 4, 6, 11, 5, 12] , for example), and, recently, another sequence, one that refines the eprsequence, called the signed enhanced principal rank characteristic sequence, was introduced by Martínez-Rivera in [13] . A commonality among these sequences is the fact that the only minors about which they provide information are the principal minors of the matrix. Thus, a natural problem is to determine what epr-sequences are attainable if the definition of the epr-sequence is extended by expanding the set of minors it considers; that is, the aim of this paper. The question is, which other minors of the matrix should we consider? Our choice, which we justify below, is the set of almost-principal minors. This leads us to introduce a new sequence, which will be the focus of this paper. Before formally defining this sequence, some terminology is necessary: For a given n × n matrix B and α, β ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , n}, B[α, β] denotes the submatrix lying in rows indexed by α and columns indexed by β; B[α, β] is called a quasi-principal submatrix if |α| = |β| and |α| − 1 ≤ |α ∩ β| ≤ |α|; we call the minor det B[α, β] quasi-principal if B[α, β] is a quasi-principal submatrix, and we say that its order is |α|. Note that a minor is quasi-principal if it is a principal or an almost-principal minor. In what follows, F is used to denote a field. Definition 1.1. The quasi principal rank characteristic sequence of a symmetric matrix B ∈ F n×n is the sequence (qpr-sequence) qpr(B) = q 1 q 2 · · · q n , where
A if all of the quasi-principal minors of order k are nonzero; S if some but not all of the quasi-principal minors of order k are nonzero; N if none of the quasi-principal minors of order k are nonzero, i.e., all are zero.
There are several reasons why the almost-principal minors are a natural choice of minors for extending the epr-sequence with the qpr-sequence. For example, almost-principal minors (and principal minors) are of interest in algebraic geometry and statistics: In [14] , Sturmfels presented mathematical problems whose solutions would, according to him, "likely become important contributions to the emerging interactions between algebraic geometry and computational statistics." One of the problems he presented is to study the geometry of conditional independence models for multivariate Gaussian random variables, where almost-principal minors play a crucial role, due to their intimate connection with conditional independence in statistics [14] ; the program presented in [14] was recently continued by Boege, D'Alì, Kahle and Sturmfels in [2] . We note that almost-principal minors are referred to as partial covariance (or, if renormalized, partial correlations) in the statistics literature [14] .
Almost-principal minors also play a role in theoretical physics: Motivated by the fact that the Yang-Baxter equation for certain models related to free fermions in statistical mechanics arise from algebraic identities among the minors of the corresponding matrix kernel, Kenyon and Pemantle [10] studied algebraic relations between the principal minors of a matrix. They wanted to understand in what sense these identities are the only algebraic identities among the correlations. By considering almost-principal minors, they showed that a complete description in terms of the translates of a single relation (the hexahedron relation) can be obtained. Related work was subsequently done by Sturmfels et al. in [15] , where a conjecture of Kenyon and Pemantle [10] was proven.
Almost-principal minors are also relevant in the study of M-matrices, that is, real matrices having non-positive off-diagonal entries and eigenvalues with positive real part. A matrix that occurs as the inverse of an M-matrix is called an inverse M-matrix. A question of interest in some applications of M-matrices is the following: When is a nonnegative matrix an inverse M-matrix? The reader is referred to [16] and the surveys in [8, 9] for more information. The relevance of almost-principal minors (and principal minors) in this context becomes evident when we note that, for a given nonsingular matrix B, each entry of B −1 can be expressed in terms of ratios of quasi-principal minors of B.
The remainder of this section is devoted to list some known results that will be used frequently in what follows. In Section 2, we state some basic observations about qpr-sequences, and conclude with a necessary condition for the attainability of a qpr-sequence. In Section 3, we confine our attention to the attainable qpr-sequences of symmetric matrices over fields of characteristic 0, which we completely characterize in our main result, Theorem 3.7.
The qpr-sequence of n × n matrix is said to have length n. Given a vector x of length n, x[α] denotes the subvector of x with entries indexed by α ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , n}. The column and row spaces of a matrix B are denoted by C(B) and R(B), respectively.
Previous works
In this section, we list known results that will be used frequently in subsequent sections.
The following well-known fact is stated in [1] . In the interest of clarity, we state a special case of Lemma 1.4 that will be used repeatedly.
Furthermore, the following hold:
The next lemma follows from Lemma 1.4. Lemma 1.6. Let B ∈ F n×n be symmetric and nonsingular. Then the rank of any (n − 1) × (n − 1) submatrix of B is at least n − 2.
The quasi principal rank characteristic sequence
This section is devoted to stating some basic observations about qpr-sequences, and to establish a necessary condition for the attainability of a qpr-sequence.
Observation 2.1. Let B ∈ F n×n be symmetric. Then qpr(B) must end in N or A, and rank B is equal to the index of the last A or S in qpr(B).
n×n be symmetric. Suppose that qpr(B) = q 1 q 2 · · · q n and that q 1 = N. Then B is the zero matrix and q j = N for all j ≥ 1.
We now generalize Observation 2.3 in Theorem 2.6 below; but before that, we need the tools provided by the next two results. Given a matrix B with a nonsingular principal submatrix B[γ], we denote by B/B[γ] the Schur complement of B[γ] in B (see [17] ). The following result is a well-known fact. 
(ii) Assuming that the indexing of C is inherited from B, any minor of C is given by
A corollary now follows immediately from the Schur Complement Theorem:
Proof. If k = 1, the desired conclusion follows from Observation 2.3. Now assume that k ≥ 2 and suppose to the contrary that q j = N for some j ≥ k. Hence, rank B ≥ j. 
A natural question now arises: Is the necessary condition in Corollary 2.7 also sufficient? For fields of characteristic zero, this question is answered affirmatively in the next section.
Main results and probabilistic techniques
In this section, using certain probabilistic techniques, a complete characterization of the qpr-sequences that are attainable by symmetric matrices over fields of characteristic 0 is established (see Theorem 3.7); this is done by demonstrating that the necessary condition established in Corollary 2.7 for the attainability of a qpr-sequence is also sufficient, when the field is of characteristic 0.
Lemma 3.1. Let F be a field with char F = 0, and let B ∈ F n×n be symmetric. Assume that qpr(B) = q 1 q 2 · · · q n and r = rank B. Let
where x is chosen randomly, and let qpr(
Proof. First, note that, since rank(B) = r, the N Theorem implies that q i = N for 1 ≤ i ≤ r (see Observation 2.1). Hence, q j ∈ {A, S} for j = 1, 2, . . . , r. To see why (i) holds, observe that rank(B ′ ) = rank(B) = r, which implies that q ′ i = N for i = r + 1, . . . , n + 1.
To establish (ii), note that the desired conclusion is immediate when q i = S. We now show that (iii) holds. Suppose that q i = A. Let C be an i × i quasi-principal submatrix of B ′ . If C is also a submatrix of B, then C is nonsingular by the assumption that q i = A. Hence, suppose C is not a submatrix of B, meaning that C involves the last row or last column of B ′ . We proceed by considering two cases. . With high probability, x was chosen so that the rank of C is larger than that of B[α, β], implying that rank C = rank B[α, β] + 1 = i (see Lemma 1.4), and therefore that C is nonsingular, as desired. Lemma 3.2. Let F be a field with char F = 0, and let B ∈ F n×n be symmetric. Assume that qpr(B) = q 1 q 2 · · · q n−1 A with q k ∈ {A, S} for k = 1, . . . , n − 1. Then there exists a symmetric matrix
Proof. Let
where x is chosen randomly. By Lemma 3.1, with high probability, qpr(C) = q 1 q 2 · · · q n−1 AN. Let
and suppose that qpr(B ′ ) = q
. We now show that, with high probability, qpr(B ′ ) = q 1 · · · q n−1 AA. Note that det B ′ = t det B + det C = t det B. Then, as det B = 0, with high probability, t was chosen so that det B ′ = 0, implying that q ′ n+1 = A. Observe that if q j = S for some j, meaning that B contains both a zero and nonzero quasiprincipal minor of order j, then B ′ also does; hence, if q k = S for some k with 1 ≤ k ≤ n − 1, then q ′ k = S. By hypothesis, q n := A. Now note that to conclude the proof, it suffices to show that the following statement holds with high probability: If q j = A for some j with 1 ≤ j ≤ n, then q ′ j = A. Thus, suppose that q j = A for some j with 1 ≤ j ≤ n. Let B ′ [α, β] be a j × j quasi-principal submatrix of B ′ , meaning that |α| = |β| = j and |α| − 1 ≤ |α ∩ β| ≤ |α|.
′ is symmetric, it suffices to examine the following two cases.
. Since det C[α, β] = 0, with high probability, t was chosen so that det B ′ [α, β] = 0. Case 2: n + 1 / ∈ α and n + 1 ∈ β. Suppose that the index of the last row of B ′ [α, β] is k, and that l ∈ α but l / ∈ β. It is easy to see that Lemma 3.3. Let F be a field with char F = 0, and let B ∈ F n×n be symmetric. Assume that qpr(B) = q 1 q 2 · · · q n−1 A with ℓ k ∈ {A, S} for k = 1, . . . , n. Then there exists a symmetric matrix
, where b i is the ith column of B, and let z ∈ span{b 2 , b 3 , . . . , b n } be chosen randomly, and assume that z = Bx. Let
. We now show that qpr(B ′ ) = q 1 q 2 · · · q n−1 SN. By Lemma 1.5, rank B ′ = rank B, implying that B ′ is singular; hence, q 
′ . If C is also a submatrix of B, then C is nonsingular by the assumption that q i = A. Hence, suppose C is not a submatrix of B, meaning that C involves the last row or last column of B ′ . We proceed by considering two cases. Case 1: C is a principal submatrix of B ′ . Then It follows from Cases 1 and 2 that qpr(B ′ ) = q 1 q 2 · · · q n−1 SN, as desired.
Lemma 3.4. Let F be a field with char F = 0, and let B ∈ F n×n be symmetric. Assume that qpr(B) = q 1 q 2 · · · q n−1 A with q k ∈ {A, S} for k = 1, . . . , n. Then there exists a symmetric matrix
Proof. Suppose B = [b 1 , b 2 , . . . , b n ] and let z ∈ span{b 2 , b 3 , . . . , b n } be chosen randomly, and assume that z = Bx. Let
where p = x T Bx. It follows from the proof of Lemma 3.3 that qpr(B ′ ) = q 1 q 2 · · · q n−1 SN. Define
and suppose that qpr(B ′′ ) = q
. We now show that, with high probability, qpr(B ′′ ) = q 1 · · · q n−1 SA. Note that det B ′′ = t det B + det C = t det B. Then, as det B = 0, with high probability, t was chosen so that det B ′′ = 0, implying that q implying that q ′′ n = S. Observe that if q j = S for some j with 1 ≤ j ≤ n − 1, meaning that B contains both a zero and nonzero quasi-principal minor of order j, then B ′′ also does; hence, if q k = S for some k with 1 ≤ k ≤ n − 1, then q ′′ k = S. It remains to show that the following statement holds with high probability: If q j = A for some j with 1 ≤ j ≤ n − 1, then q ′′ j = A. Thus, suppose that q j = A for some j with 1 ≤ j ≤ n − 1. Let B ′′ [α, β] be a j × j quasi-principal submatrix of B ′′ , meaning that |α| = |β| = j and |α| − 1 ≤ |α ∩ β| ≤ |α|.
is symmetric, it suffices to examine the following two cases.
. Since det C[α, β] = 0, with high probability, t was chosen so that det B ′′ [α, β] = 0. Case ii: n + 1 / ∈ α and n + 1 ∈ β. Suppose that the index of the last row of B ′′ [α, β] is k, and that l ∈ α but l / ∈ β. It is easy to see that It follows from Cases i and ii that qpr(B ′′ ) = q 1 · · · q n−1 SA, which concludes the proof.
Given a sequence t i 1 t i 2 · · · t i k , t i 1 t i 2 · · · t i k indicates that the sequence may be repeated as many times as desired (or it may be omitted entirely). Proof. We proceed by induction. The sequences A, AA, and SA are attainable (that is easily checked). Now assume that all qpr-sequences of length at most n not containing an N and ending with A are attainable. We now show that the sequence q 1 q 2 · · · q n A from {A, S} is attainable. Since the sequence SSSA is attainable by the the direct sum of an identity matrix and the matrix 1 1 1 0
(that is easily checked), we may assume that there exists j with j ≤ n such that q j = A. Let k be the largest index for which q k = A; hence, q k+1 · · · q n = S. By the induction hypothesis, there is a symmetric matrix B such that qpr(B) = q 1 q 2 · · · q k . If k = n, then q 1 q 2 · · · q n A is attainable by Lemma 3.2. Thus, assume that k < n. Finally, by applying Lemma 3.2 followed by Lemma 3.4 n − k times to q 1 q 2 · · · q k , the attainability of q 1 · · · q k SSA = q 1 · · · q n A follows.
Theorem 3.6. Let F be a field with char F = 0. Any qpr-sequence q 1 q 2 · · · q n NN with q j ∈ {A, S} for j = 1, . . . , n and t ≥ 1 copies of N is attainable by a symmetric matrix over F .
Proof. Let q 1 q 2 · · · q n be a sequence from {A, S} and t ≥ 1 be an integer. First, suppose q n = A. By Theorem 3.5, q 1 q 2 · · · q n is attainable. By applying Lemma 3.1 to q 1 q 2 · · · q n t times, the attainability of q 1 q 2 · · · q n NN follows. Finally, suppose q n = S. Since q 1 q 2 · · · q n−1 A is attainable by Theorem 3.5, applying Lemma 3.3 to this sequence shows that q 1 q 2 · · · q n−1 SN = q 1 q 2 · · · q n N is attainable. Then, by applying Lemma 3.1 t − 1 times to q 1 q 2 · · · q n N, the attainability of q 1 q 2 · · · q n NN follows. Corollary 2.7 and Theorems 3.5 and 3.6 can now be used to obtain a complete characterization of all the qpr-sequences that are attainable by symmetric matrices over a field of characteristic 0: (ii) Neither NA nor NS is a subsequence of q 1 q 2 · · · q n . Theorem 3.7 does not hold in general for fields of nonzero characteristic: Consider a qpr-sequence of the form AAANN. Any matrix with this qpr-sequence must, obviously, have epr-sequence AAANN (see Observation 2.2), which, by [12, Theorem 3.8] , is not attainable by symmetric matrices over the prime field of order 2 (i.e., the integers modulo 2), implying that the qpr-sequence AAANN is not attainable by symmetric matrices over this field (which is of characteristic 2).
